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HIT Perspectives Shows
Healthcare IT in Action
 
Get inside Regional Extension
Centers, ePrescribing benefits, and
healthcare IT security solutions.
Watch the latest edition of Intel’s
Healthcare IT Perspectives video
newsmagazine.

HIMSS Recap Looks at What
Keeps CIOs Up at Night
 
Unable to attend HIMSS 2011 last
month? See Intel Healthcare’s full
coverage of healthcare IT’s
biggest event of the year in this
lineup of blogs, videos and
discussions. Learn more about the
key issues identified as most
important to healthcare IT
professionals.

Find us on Twitter
 
Follow @IntelHealthIT for updates
and links to new blogs and videos.

Interested in Patient Data
Security?
Watch for next week's special
Healthcare Edition of the Intel
Premier IT Professionals newsletter
which will focus on some practical
wisdom in securing your patient
data.

 

Make the Healthcare Cloud Work for You

By now, you’ve heard the term cloud computing. But what does it
mean for the healthcare industry, and is it the right path to follow
for your organization, especially when data security is a top
concern?

To provide you with a solid foundation on cloud computing, Intel
Healthcare IT Professionals recently introduced a number of vital
assets that examine this trending topic and the benefits for
healthcare CIOs and IT professionals. Take a look at some recent
blogs and videos available in the community:

Overcoming Data Security in Cloud Environments

In this blog from HIMSS, read what CIOs think about cloud
computing and patient data, and watch a video interview with David
Houlding, healthcare enterprise architect at Intel, giving his
perspective on the current threat landscape. Read more.

Securing the Virtual Platform

Chris Gough, Intel healthcare solution architect, examines
virtualization as the critical building block that enables cloud
computing. Read Chris’s blog.

Secure Healthcare Cloud: Start Now

Kristina Kermanshahche, Intel’s chief architect for healthcare,
shares her top tips on what you need to know about healthcare
information exchanges (HIE) and cloud computing. Read her blog
here and download Intel’s Healthcare Cloud Computing whitepaper.

Have a question about cloud computing?

Start a discussion on the Healthcare Community and get advice
from experts.
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